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INVITATION

Welcome to Rome - The world’s leading tourism destination and also experience the Occupational Health and public safety that has been illuminated never before. Coalesce Research Group LLC a non-profit US based organization proudly announce the commencement of International Conference on Occupational Health and public safety (Occupational Health 2020) will take place on May 04-05, 2020 in Rome, Italy with the theme Public awareness and responsibilities regarding health and safety issues.

ABOUT COALESCE RESEARCH GROUP

Coalesce Research Group is a USA based emerging open access publisher and International Conference Event organizer which owe to serve the scientific community by serving the high quality genuine research work from eminent scientists, professors, scientific research communities in all fields of medicine, clinical, life science, engineering and technology to the Research Scholars, Students, Libraries, Educational Institutions, Research centers and industries with the aim of “Enhance your Research” in the respective fields. Our aim is to create ideal platform for scientific community in which providing free access to all the new research through our international standard journals globally without any restrictions.
WHY CHOOSE US?

• Presenting Your Organization's Work on a Global Platform
• Discuss and Overcome Issues in your Field by Expert Advice
• Network with Experts from the Sector
• Learn From Other Speakers
• Chairing/ Co-chairing a Session
• Meeting the new People from 22+ Different Countries
• Increasing your Scope of Knowledge
• Competitive Advantage
• Opportunity to Collaborate and Sponsor

WHO'D BE ATTENDING?

• Occupational Health-care Providers,
• Occupational Healthcare Professionals
• Occupational Healthcare Administrators
• Occupational Health Data Analyst
• Occupational Health Groups
• Occupational Healthcare Consulting firms
• Occupational Health Practitioners
• Occupational Healthcare Investors
• Occupational Healthcare Specialists
• Occupational Health Providers
• Occupational Healthcare Nurses
• Occupational Healthcare Societies /NGO's
• Occupational Healthcare Organizations
• Occupational Health Nurses
• Occupational Health Doctors
• Occupational Healthcare Management Specialists
• Occupational Health Professionals
• Occupational Health Economists
• Occupational Health Risk Assessment Team
• Social Workers
• Occupational Health Surveillance
• Occupational Health Service Providers
• Physiotherapists, Researchers
• Occupational Therapists
• Occupational Health Policy Makers and others

https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth
SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS:

- Occupational Health and Environmental Safety
- Occupational Health and Rehabilitation
- Occupational Health and Toxicology
- Occupational Health and Industrial Hygiene
- Occupational Health and Hazards
- Occupational Health and Risk Management
- Occupational health and safety management
- Occupational Health and Preventive Care
- Occupational Health Ergonomics
- Women Health in Occupational Sector
- Agricultural Health and Environmental Safety
- Pediatric Occupational Therapy
- Occupational Health Psychology and Work Environment
- Climate Change and Occupational Health
- Occupational fire safety

OBJECTIVE OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FORUM:

Occupational health forum at the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical, mental and social well-being of workers in all occupations; the prevention amongst workers of departures from health caused by their working conditions; the protection of workers in their employment from risks resulting from factors adverse to health; the placing and maintenance of the worker in an occupational environment adapted to his physiological and psychological capabilities; and, to summarize: the adaptation of work to man and of each man to his job.

https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth
Rome is the capital city of Italy and it also serves as the capital of Lazio region. The culture, architecture and the historical places of Rome makes it a global influential city. Science and technology in Italy has a long presence, from the Roman era which made us think of Rome, Italy as the conference venue. Italy has advanced the scientific research by their inventions and discoveries in life sciences and technology. Apart from being an advanced city Rome has many historical and ancient places to visit such as Colosseum, Roman Forum, Pantheon, Catacombs and the Museums of the Vatican City. Average Temperatures: 510 F – 800 F

THINGS TO DO IN ROME

- Colosseum
- St Peter’s Square
- St. Peter’s Basilica
- The Pantheon
- Trevi Fountain
- Spanish Steps
- Roman Forum
- Sistine Chapel
- Vatican Museums
- Piazza Navona
- Castle Saint Angelo
- Palatine Hill
- Galleria Borghese
- Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore
- Altar of the Fatherland

https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth
SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS

We do Welcome Collaborators, Sponsors & Exhibitors..!!
Why to Attend our Conference?

Occupational Health 2020 is the best chief event, we have built up a program in view of your interests. We have not just expanded the quantity of chances for you to coordinate with associates from all over the world, yet in addition presented increasingly centered sessions that will highlight forefront introductions, special panel discussions, and livelier collaboration with industry leaders and experts. You expand your knowledge and easily find solutions to problems. Sponsors and exhibitors will benefit from great foot-traffic and generous recognition.

DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO:

- Network
- Build complete Awareness
- Make a protracted time impact on your target market
- Find new customers
- Stay on high of business trends
- Capture immediate feedback on new technologies, services, or merchandise
- Gain business insight and appraise market trends to come up with new business opportunities
- Access relationships with contacts WHO might not be a part of your current market or promoting strategy

HOW DOES SPONSORING/EXHIBITING AT THE CONFERENCE BENEFIT MY BUSINESS?

Contrary to the idea that sponsorships or exhibiting is expensive, it will really save you money, this conference will attract companies that are active in the industry and open to learning more emerging trends, also you can increase More Productive Networking, you can show case your products & services, can develop & strengthen your brand, Reaffirm Confidence Among Existing Clients, Distract Your Competition, Recruit New Employees at the conference site, Solidify your commitment to the industry, Benefit from pre-event & post event exposure. Promote your business regionally, or internationally

IF I’M UNABLE TO ATTEND THE CONFERENCE, CAN I STILL GET MY COMPANY’S INFORMATION TO ATTENDEES?

If you are unable to attend the conference you can submit us your research papers underneath E- Poster, within which you specific abstract paper will reviewed by our organizing committee members and up on their approvals your research paper will get updated within the International Journal and you are given with the respective journal link.

THE EARLIER YOU REGISTER,
THE EARLIER YOUR INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE TO ATTENDEES.

To know more, Kindly click on:
https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth/sponsors-exhibitors

For any queries, kindly mail us:
occupationalhealth@forumcouncil.com
# KNOW YOUR REGISTRATION PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>$699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegate</td>
<td>$699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To Register online, Kindly click:
https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth/registration

To Submit your Abstract Online:
https://coalesceresearchgroup.com/conferences/occupationalhealth/abstractsubmission